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SUBJECT: What To Do When "Succeeding" Requires More Than Military
Power Alone

While discussing Afghanistan at a recent NATO meeting, we examined a subject
that has been discussed regularly and repeatedly in the Department of Defense
since 2002. Simply put, it is as follows: The US military cannot lose militarily,
but there are situations where the US military cannot win militarily.

The best judgment of historians and practitioners is that, in inegular warfare,
nations cannot prevail by military means alone. This is because there are specific
non-military tasks that absolutely must be accomplished for the national effort to
be successful. They can include such non-military activities as the functioning of
the ministries, the criminal justice system, reconstruction, intelligence, police,
health, counter narcotics, etc., and a broad-based reconciliation program.

The military could conceivably take over some or all of the non-military tasks that
must be accomplished for the military to succeed. However, currently the military
is not authorized, organized, trained, equipped or resourced to perform those tasks.
Indeed, some Committees of Congress are actively opposed to the military doing
so, since it would infringe on theft Committees' jurisdictions.

If it is knoin that the non-military aspects necessary for victory are not being
accomplished andlor are not likely to be successfully accomplished in the
timelines of the security functions, what should be done?

Successful unity of effort requires that we identify and try to eliminate whatever
restrictions prevent success, whether legal, organizational, legislative,
bureaucratic, attitudinal, or cultural. However, even if all restrictions are
eliminated, the relevant national non-military institutions would need to be
willing, and either are able or can become able, to perform the needed tasks in a
timely fashion.
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The development of those cpabi1ities within the non-military US agencies takes
time and has uncertain prospects. Moreover, at present, only Ministries of
Defense seem to have the necessary, well-developed deliberate planning
capabilities, plus a culture o t being deployable and expeditionary, each of which is
essential.

The USG is pursuing unity of effort in fraq and Afghanistan, but we are facing too
many "restrictions." We are currently lacking unity of command/effort needed to
harness and direct USG efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan an4 break down
"restrictions" within the US (3 and those imposed by Congress (statutes,
jurisdiction, etc.). We shoulid examine what it will take as a government to
achieve the requisite unity cf efforticommand now and in the future. We should
also begin to focus our NAT'O allies and our high value partners, like Australia,
Japan, South Korea, and otlaers, on thinking about the efforts they will need to
make for us to collectively succeed in the years ahead.

Respectfully,
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